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Ignite your taste buds
European delicacies
Mooncakes galore

editor’s message

A paradise for
gastronomic indulgence
There is never a dull moment in the local culinary scene as
festivals and expos come and go, while awards and promotions
follow one after the other. And like clockwork, most return
even bigger and better year after year to gourmands’ absolute
delight.
Hong Kong may be a minute market compared with the
Mainland, for instance, but it is one that is held in high regard
worldwide as there are connoisseurs aplenty who appreciate
the finer things in life, and set demanding standards. When
operators have made a name for themselves here, they would
be well-placed to make strategic moves around the region.
While fusion cuisine has had a dream run and still
maintains its allure, there has also been a noticeable trend
in specialization. When chefs excel in a special gastronomic
genre, or have come up with outstanding dishes, word travels
swiftly these days and foodies beat a path to their door and
start queuing up for the first opportunity to send iphone
pictures to impress family and friends.

Lan Kwai Fong is a household name in Hong Kong, and it is
so famous and successful that it is being replicated elsewhere
around the region. But what is even more encouraging is the
fact that restaurateurs are not resting on their laurels, but are
constantly coming up with innovative ideas and creative dishes
to challenge our taste buds.
As foodies look around for their daily indulgence, they find
new dining hotspots sprouting everywhere, including some
previously insignificant nooks and crannies, each with its own
distinctive style. After all, that’s how Lan Kwai Fong got started
years ago.
What a joy it is to be living in Hong Kong!

Andy Ng
Features Editor
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what’s hot

Celebrating Hong Kong’s extended summers
Starstreet Precinct is extending the summer fun with promotional treats
and the opening of new stores in a #SavourTheSummer Campaign
Those who love the good life can take advantage of the last few
weeks of the summer heat and cool down with an array of exclusive
promotional rewards at Starstreet Precinct, concluding on 12
September.
Foodies can treat themselves to irresistible offers from the hottest
shops and restaurants, and discover more hidden gems with some
exciting new dining and shopping additions.
Visitors can pick up one of the leaflets placed around the
neighbourhood, and discover all the special offers at participating
shops and restaurants.
At Francis, for instance, patrons who order from the fixed Let
Us Cook menu will receive a complimentary bottle of Chateau
Ksara Sunset rose for a table of four. And at Giando, you receive
complimentary Chef’s aperitivo snack from 6-7pm Mon to Thu with
any purchase of a drink at the bar.
Double up on the rewards and redeem the offers using the fun
tear-off vouchers, then pick up your complimentary one-of-a-kind
ice cream “dramacones” designed by Oddies Foodies, inspired by
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Starstreet Precinct’s Sun, Moon, and Star streets. Each time you
spend HK$250 on designated days, reward yourself with an irresistibly
Instagrammable treat that you and your camera will enjoy feasting on.
There are new store openings, too, to add to the excitement.
Maison XXII has newly opened a standalone store showcasing an array
of European products ranging from chocolates and confectionery,
groceries, flowers to lifestyle products. PURE Yoga will open in midSeptember with a two-storey centre, while Edgar will greet you with
eco-conscious lifestyle essentials and tasty organic snacks.
Starstreet Precinct is in Wanchai, but connected to the Pacific
Place complex and Admiralty MTR by an underground walkway.
Comprising Wing Fung St., Star St., Moon St., Sun St., and St, Francis
Yard, the neighbourhood has evolved over the years into an eclectic
hangout hotspot.

Star street
www.starstreet.com.hk

what’s hot
Roti Canai

Green Dragon Vegetable

Chilli Crab
(pre-order required)
Musang King
Durian Dumpling

Kaya Toast

Cereal Prawn

Ignite your taste buds!
For some authentic and hearty Malaysian and Singaporean hawker fare in a relaxed,
yet stylish dining room, Café Malacca at Hotel Jen is hard to beat, writes Andy Ng.
Malaysian and Singaporean cuisines reflect the multicultural
society of these countries as their food bear unmistakable influence
of their Malay, Chinese and Indian communities, not to mention the
unique Peranakan or Nonya cuisine.
As Mrs Poon, Culinary Director at Hotel Jen, explains, the
Peranakans are descendents of early Chinese migrants who settled
in Penang, Malacca, Singapore and Indonesia, inter-marrying with
local Malays. The old word nonya is a term of respect and affection for
women of prominent social standing, and has come to represent the
cuisine of the Peranakans.
Aromatic, tangy, spicy and herbal, Nonya cooking blends Chinese
ingredients with various distinct spices and local herbs, and with
traditional cooking techniques of the local community. As recipes are
handed down from one generation to the next, and as these dishes
call for time-consuming and meticulous preparations, Mrs Poon
emphasizes that there is no room for copycats.
A shining example of Nonya cooking is the Penang Assam Laksa,
which consists of white rice noodles served in a spicy fish soup with
tamarind, and toppings that include onion, mint, chopped torch ginger
flower, and shredded lettuce, cucumber and pineapple. Add a dollop
of shrimp paste to further enhance the flavor, and you’re on cloud nine!
To make sure they are on top of the game, Mrs Poon leads her
culinary team on periodic study missions to the Malay peninsula &
Singapore to familiarize the chefs with the authentic way of preparation
and presentation, and to source ingredients as well as new and
interesting dishes for the culinary welfare of their patrons in Hong
Kong.
6
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A case in point here is the Green Dragon Vegetable which has
been specially flown in from the Cameron Highlands in Malaysia.
Stir-fried to perfection, the dish has a smooth texture, and tastes like
leafy garlic chives, but is lighter and more refreshing. You learn (and
eat) something new every day at Café Malacca!
It is well-nigh impossible to list all the lip-smacking dishes that
have made Café Malacca the mecca for top-class Malaysian and
Singaporean cuisine. Their repertoire is not limited to dishes based
on expensive ingredients. Take their tea-time favorite of Kaya Toast
for instance, it is a humble toasted sandwich smeared with butter
and coconut jam. Eaten hot from the toaster in local kopitiam (coffee
shops) all over Malaysia and Singapore, it is the quintessential snack
for one and all.
Seafood lovers are certain to revel over their Chilli Crab (pre-order
required) that is not as hot and spicy as feared, and of course, they
will lap up every last drop of the scrumptious onion-based sauce with
the bun. If you can stand the heat, go for the Black Pepper Crab. For
a bit of crunchiness in your seafood, try the Cereal Prawn that is an
absolute treat paired with a cold beer!
If you are looking for some authentic Indian delicacy, make sure

you order the delectable Roti Canai – a flatbread that is crispy on the
outside, but soft on the inside, and is perfect with a bowl of chicken
curry.
You have been forewarned to make room for Café Malacca’s
irresistible desserts. I have never tried the Sweet Musang King
Dumpling in a ginger soup paired with a fried durian ball, and can
thoroughly recommend it to anybody with a sweet tooth. And if you’re
a durian fan, the rich and creamy Durian Pudding made from D24
or Musang King Durians will round off very nicely this exceptional
dining experience.
“We’ve loyal patrons who come here just for the Satays, BBQ
Stingray and the Char Koay Teow,” says Mrs Poon. “We’re delighted
that they enjoy our signature dishes, but we always encourage them
to try something new as well.”

Café Malacca
	Level 2, Hotel Jen Hong Kong
508 Queen’s Road West, Hong Kong
(MTR HKU station, Exit B2)
2213 6613
www.hoteljen.com/hongkong

Authentic ingredients
Penang Assam
Laksa
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what’s hot

Have you
tried Penang
Assam Laksa?
This signature dish of Penang takes pride of place
in the international culinary scene, being ranked
7th in CNN’s 2018 list of the World’s 50 Most
Delicious Foods.

Butterfly Farm

Penang street art

Food is certainly a major attraction of Penang as highlighted in
a recent destination seminar held at Hotel Jen Hong Kong. Titled
‘Gorgeous Penang’, the event was officiated by Mr Yeoh Soon Hin,
Chairman of the Penang Tourism Development, Heritage, Culture
and Arts Committee, and Mr Ooi Chok Yan, CEO of Penang Global
Tourism, in the presence of representatives of the media and the
travel trade.
In addition to its distinctive and alluring gastronomy, the seminar
also showcased the many colorful aspects of Penang’s amazing
diversity in culture, heritage, arts, as well as its natural surroundings
of lovely sandy beaches and breathtaking hills.
Penang has been enjoying renewed adoration by local and
foreign tourists alike since George Town, its capital, was inscribed
onto UNESCO’s World Heritage list in 2008. Visitors are charmed by
its colonial architecture and century-old trading shophouses, with
its quirky street art making international headlines. Indeed, Time
magazine listed Penang as one of the ‘10 Amazing Asian vacations
that won’t cost a fortune’.
The seminar drew visitors’ attention to six new key attractions in
Penang:
• Gravitz – the world’s highest rope course challenge
• Rainbow Walk – the world’s highest tower curved glass bottom
• Tech Dome Penang – the world’s first free-standing vertical drop
• Canopy Walk – the world’s highest altitude stressed ribbon bridge
• Entopia by Penang Butterfly Farm – the tropical world’s first butterfly
and insect sanctuary
• SPICE – the world’s first hybrid solar powered convention centre.
Food & wine • September 2018
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A taste of terroirs
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Business France is launching the inaugural French Beef Festival in Hong Kong and Macau from
September 6-21 in a bid to drive home the unique and impeccable quality of French beef.
Twenty local restaurants will each offer two French beef dishes – a
starter and a main course – using beef freshly delivered from France.
Furthermore, two e-shops will offer French beef products for those who
enjoy cooking at home, while a grill manufacturer and academy will be
giving lessons on how to make the perfect grilled beef at home.

Boeuf bourguignon
aux girolles
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According to INTERBEV, the French Meat & Livestock Federation,
French beef is a representation of the gastronomic tradition in France.
It embodies such values as the art of eating well (bien manger), the
culture of taste, professional expertise, and the respect for terroirs and
animals.

Cote de boeuf au
buerre de thym

The Federation highlights eight reasons why French beef enjoys such a
distinguished reputation:
• Topography. Exceeding 19 million in number, France has more cattle than any
other European country, and they are raised in a wide range of topography, from
lowland pastures to Alpine meadows, all enjoying the lush grass that flourishes
in the mild oceanic climate.
• Farming. French agriculture follows the time-honored tradition of small-scale,
responsible and sustainable farming. The French network of 200,000 farms
has an average of 56 cows each, upholding the values of self-sufficiency and
dedication.
• Diversity. With 22 highly prized breeds such as Charolais, Limousin and Blonde
d’Aquitaine, France has the largest number of breeds in the world, providing
buyers with a huge range of cuts, maturities and flavors.
• Health & feed. French farmers comply with the strictest health standards, and
breeders have dispensed with the use of hormones for nearly three decades.
The diet consists of 80% grass and hay with 92% of their feed produced on the
farm.
• Traceability. From farm to plate, each animal can be tracked from birth through
butchering with its individual passport. Wherever it goes, strict standards follow.
• Animal welfare. Cattle transporters are all certified professionals in animal
behavior, handling and transportation. They comply with strict technical
requirements on separating animals, watering and cleanliness.
• Cutting expertise. France’s unique butchering methods are recognized by the
world. Carcasses are meticulously sliced into 34 cuts, following the anatomical
lines to ensure every muscle reaches its full potential and brings out the depth
and character of the meat.
• Gastronomy. French beef offers a wide range of flavors, making it perfect
for cuisines across the globe. It is a favorite of top chefs because of its high
production standards, and, of course, its tender, juicy texture and lasting flavors.
Food & wine • September 2018
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Executive Head Chef
Lucio Mauro Cabral Leal

Authentically Portuguese
Award winning master Chef Martinho Moniz brings an inimitable
authentic Portuguese culinary experience to Macau Fisherman’s
Wharf Vic’s Portuguese Restaurante at Rocks Hotel
As one of the most renowned Portuguese chefs in Asia, Martinho Moniz
is a familiar face on TV shows and numerous magazines. The Chef has been
awarded numerous accolades, including ‘Chef of the Year in Lisbon’ and 2
consecutive awards for ‘European Cuisine Young Chef’, a seal of quality for
quality Portuguese delicacies.
Chef Moniz started his culinary journey at a young age. Inspired by his
family, and in particular, his grandmother, he quickly developed a strong
passion in the kitchen. “I vividly remember how my family use to gather for
good old fashion Portuguese feasts when I was young,” says Chef Moniz.
“Great food is priceless. It brings blissfulness and joy, and gathers loved
ones together for precious moments. This is what food is truly about.”
Chef Moniz’s forte is traditional Portuguese delicacies, producing dishes
that are untainted by pretentiousness. The popular Stone Soup at Vic’s
is a traditional Portuguese dish that delivers a burst of enticing flavours.
Vegetables and meat such as the Portuguese black sausage are incorporated
into the soup, which requires around 8 hours to create, sparing not effort.
Seafood is also a must-try at Vic’s. Clams with homemade spicy sauce
deliver oceanic flavours that are elevated by freshness and the zestiness of
chilli. Another gourmet favourite is the lobster and monkfish dish with freshly
stewed lobster and monkfish accompanied by aromatic and creamy rice.
“One of the most important qualities that a great chef should possess is
respect,” says Chef Moniz. “Respect food and the ingredients. Never try to
run before you can walk. Before a chef is able to create a delectable dish,
they must learn about the ingredients to understand their true qualities. Only
then will they be able to create flavours that leave an impression.”

With 27 years of experience under his belt, Brazilian
Executive Head Chef Lucio Mauro Cabral Leal of Macau
Fisherman’s Wharf’s FW Rio Grill is an expert in Gaucho
cooking. His brilliant dishes have earned him the chance
to cook for many dazzling stars like Celine Dion and Oprah
Winfrey, and the nod of approval from even the most
discerning gourmets.
Chef Leal’s passion in cooking stems from his family’s
generation of fervor for cooking. In Brazil, food is a sign of
hospitality and a way to express love, and this is where the
chef finds his motivation. “I welcome every guest like my
family. I use food to show love and tell the story of Brazil’s
culinary art, and it is priceless when I see a smile on their
face when they eat,” says Chef Leal.
For those who are unfamiliar with South American
cuisine, Gaucho cooking is a unique Brazilian barbecue
style of cooking that emphasises on authenticity and

simplicity. Steaks are grilled in a uniquely simple method,
using only salt to season with no sauce or even pepper. This
allows the true flavors of the meat to shine through. Chef
Leal also strictly uses ‘natural flames’ produced by charcoal
instead of gas.
“Every little detail counts when you are in search of
perfection. Many are oblivious of this, but the fire that cooks
the food plays a huge role. Fire produced by gas include
many chemicals and impurities which spoils the meat,” he
explains.
Exceptional grills that the master chef highly
recommends at the FW Rio Grill include the Filet Mignon
and the Costela Beef Ribs, known for their unrivalled
tenderness that creates a butter-like consistency, melting
in the mouth as it is savored, bringing diners the finest
Brazilian traditional ‘rodizio’ experience.
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Macau

A traditional Portuguese
culinary experience you will not forget
Enjoy stunning authentic Portuguese delicacies at Macau Fisherman’s Wharf’s Vic’s Portuguese Restaurante
With the 10th Sino-Portuguese Cultural
Week right around the corner from 13-18
October, gourmets will want to head to one
of Macau Fisherman’s Wharf’s most popular
Lusophone Country Restaurant outlets- Vic’s,
to savor vanishing traditional Portuguese
flavors.
Helmed by fabled Portuguese Chef
Martinho Moniz, Vic’s is a place where

traditional Portuguese delicacies are created
with a modern twist. Some must try dishes
include the hearty Whole Seabass Roasted
in Figueira Salt Crust 3kg which serves 6 –
8, mouth-watering Beco do Rouxinol Style
Traditional Duck Rice, and Casa da Barreira
Style Baked Salted Codfish and Octopus
which delivers alluring oceanic flavors. Vic’s
has its own organic herbal garden to provide

the freshest and most aromatic herbs to
diners, and its Bacalhau (salted codfish) are
all self-dried, sparing no effort for quality.
Portugal is a coastal nation found in
Southern Europe, and as such, its culture
and cuisine are both highly influenced by
its location. Vic's embraces these elements
with its panoramic waterfront view that
its charming alfresco dining terrace has
access to. It also has a cozy indoor dining
venue decorated with traditional Portuguese
features.
The semi-open kitchen of Vic's offers
executive lunch, English afternoon tea and
international à la carte delicacies. Guests can
choose to dine in the European-decorated
restaurant or on the breezy terrace while
observing the professional culinary team
in action. Whether it is a private family
feast with loved ones or a formal business
gathering, they will surely have a memorable
experience.

Vic’s portuguese Restaurante
	G/F, Rocks Hotel
(853) 8295 6580
Mon-Sun 07:00-23:00
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Macau

A contemporary take on
classic seafood and barbecue
To the delight of gourmands, Macau Fisherman’s Wharf has come up with an excitingly new gastronomic concept in its
FW Rio Grill and Seafood Market. It’s a 2-level hip-urban-casual restaurant that offers a unique and brand new dining
experience for meat and seafood lovers alike.

At the waterfront Seafood Market, the
ground floor showcases a large selection of
seafood where patrons can pick and choose
their favorites, and then stipulate the way they
want them prepared. They can also freely
browse the oyster bar and chilled seafood
bar for starters. At the cozy dining area and
seaside terrace, their delectable food can
be paired with exotic concoctions from the
cocktail bar, a decent selection of wines, and
premium brews from the stand-alone coffee
shop.
When it comes to innovative dishes, there
are myriad possibilities with seafood. Try
Japanese Amadai or Caribbean Red Prawns
as highly recommended by the FW Seafood
Market Executive Sous Chef Daniel Ng Chi
Hung. The former is a popular choice for its
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appealing and sweet flavor, while the latter is
meaty with a firm texture that goes well with
stir-frying, boiling or steaming.
Preserving the original barbecue
tradition of the Gauchos (cowboys) of South
America, the upper-level Rio Grill’s BrazilianChurrascaria (Steakhouse) serves up to 15
different cuts of mouth-watering roasted
meats. FW Rio Grill is designed in a southern
Brazilian vintage style, serving authentic
Brazilian cuisines. It also features expertly
prepared gourmet salads and classic drinks.
Focusing on simplicity, Gaucho food is
based on a unique Brazilian barbecue style
of cooking. Using only salt to season with no
sauce or pepper, steaks are grilled to allow
natural flavors of the meat to come through.
Chefs highly recommend the Filet Mignon

and the Costela Beef Ribs. Their butter-like
consistency creates a soft texture, which
allows the meat to melt in the mouth as it is
savored. It’s a wonderful Brazilian traditional
‘rodizio’ experience that is not to be missed.

FW Rio Grill and Seafood Market
	Cape Town, Macau Fisherman’s Wharf
(853) 8799 6338

Summer delights

Where the classics are reborn
Just a few steps away from Lan Kwai Fong, SoHo and Hollywood Road,
Bombay Dreams offers a sumptuous Indian dining experience.
C

Long established as one of the leading Indian restaurants in Hong Kong since
2002, Bombay Dreams has been serving its guests with consistently high-quality
cuisine and friendly attitude, which won them numerous accolades from discerning
diners who are searching for the authentic and sophisticated taste of Indian
delicacies.
An institution for quality Indian fare, Bombay Dreams aspires to elevate Indian
dining to unprecedented levels, with an exquisite menu crafted by their consultant
Indian Master Chef Irshad Ahmed Qureshi.
Presented by renowned Indian chefs direct from their homeland, Bombay
Dreams offers fine dining in Indian style and introduces an exuberant array of
sumptuous dishes, ranging from South Indian, Goa, to the chefs’ own specialist
style of traditional North Indian cuisine. Tantalizing house signature dishes cover
vegetarian and non-vegetarian Chef’s Platters, Tandoori Seabass, Handi Murgh,
Shahi Galouti Kabab, together with classic Biryani and Rasmalai desserts to indulge
your sweet tooth.
To complement the exotic food, an extensive sommelier selection is included
in the international wine list, and expert assistance is always at hand if you need
recommendations.
On top of the gourmet food, Bombay Dreams cherishes its guests with
traditional Indian hospitality in a chic, contemporary, and elegant setting, together
with splendid views of the streetscape of Central. The interior design includes an
open kitchen with stunning Tandoori ovens as its centerpiece, and features special
textures and colors to create a warm, intimate atmosphere.
Guests can choose to enjoy a superb buffet, loaded with Indian delights, which
represents wonderful value and variety for business lunches, or simply lunch with
friends. Alternatively, guests can also opt for a sensational Sunday Brunch, with
tempting buffet and free flow wine (chargeable), making it a great day out. All
prices from the above options start at HK$158 plus a 10% service charge.
Bombay Dreams
4/F, Carfield Building, 77 Wyndham Street, Central
(852) 2971 0001
www.diningconcepts.com/restaurants/Bombay-Dreams
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Summer delights

A glamorous 360°
buffet experience
Focusing on quality products, attentive service and a unique setting, The Grand Buffet delivers
an upscale dining experience coupled with impeccable views whichever way you turn.
The only 360° revolving restaurant in
Hong Kong, The Grand Buffet atop the iconic
Hopewell Centre offers a mouth-watering
array of international delicacies. The famous
‘a-la-minute buffet’ concept means customers
can enjoy their favorite dishes piping hot, as
the chef applies his magical touch right in
front of them.

The Grand Buffet provides a bewildering
range of delicacies, ranging from live
shrimps, fresh seasonal seafood, Cantonese
barbecue (Siu Mei) to Tempura, Teppanyaki,
and Indian curries.
To complement the various genres of
food, the restaurant boasts a comprehensive
wine list, alongside popular spirits and

beer. Operated by Lisboa Food & Wines
Limited, The Grand Buffet shares the same
phenomenal wine cellar with the Lisboa
group in Macau which boasts one of the most
outstanding lists in the world with a selection
of over 16,800 labels.
The restaurant serves not only lunch and
dinner buffet, but also ‘The Grand Brunch’
and ‘The Grand Tea Time’. With a grandstand
view of Victoria Harbor, there is no better
place to spend an indulgent and relaxing day.
The restaurant also provides tailor-made
wedding packages that make the most of
its commanding panorama for a dreamlike
ceremony. With the emerald sea to the north,
and the verdant mountain to the south,
couples and pledge their eternal love for each
other in a perfect setting.

Three Glasses Rating

Best Wine by the Glass List

the Grand buffet
62/F, Hopewell Centre,
183 Queens Road East, Wan Chai,
Hong Kong
(852) 2506 0888 / (852) 2506 0666
www.thegrandbuffet.hk
www.facebook.com/thegrandbuffet.hk

Online Booking

62/F Hopewell Centre, 183 Queen’s Road East, Wan Chai, Hong Kong
香港灣仔皇后大道東183號合和中心62樓
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Summer delights

Phenomenal entertainment

Illuminate your vacation at sea
Holiday onboard Dream Cruises is brimming with infinite exciting opportunities, where an
extensive array of services and facilities is offered for your greatest enjoyment.
Accommodations in Dream Cruises balance modern convenience
with total tranquility, and shape the perfect setting for a relaxing getaway.
The abundant suite options allow higher flexibility in room selection, with
over 70 per cent of staterooms featuring private balconies and over 100
connecting rooms, catering to extended families and groups.
Dream Cruises has also introduced a new and impeccable level of
luxury at The Palace Suite for passengers who won’t settle for anything
but the best sailing experience, plus an exceptional dimension of
superior privileges and individualized services.

22
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Ultimate onboard indulgence
Tucked away in its own exclusive enclave on Dream Cruises, The
Palace is part boutique hotel, part private clubhouse. Step inside and
you are in a different world.
When the evening settles, it’s time to get lost in the exquisite
surroundings of The Palace. Enjoy a martini in the lounge or make new
acquaintances in the Palace Restaurant. All Palace guests are special
club members – you are at liberty to explore everything on offer. And
throughout the ship, you will enjoy privileged services, including dining
entitlements and priorities. Simply ask the 24-hour dedicated Butler
Concierge to arrange your reservations.
The Palace team of European-style butlers is well-communicated,
attentive but never obtrusive. They will quickly grasp your preferences,
and tailor meticulous and customized services.
The Palace features luxury suites with modern décor, and spacious
interiors are designed for guests’ comfort and relaxation in mind,
offering them a full array of thoughtful amenities, including a mini bar
for complimentary beverages, quality Italian linens, and a range of
elegant bath accessories.
What’s more, 24-hour room service (chargeable) is available
for Palace guests. Guests can savor their favorite delicacies from
the selected in-suite dining menu, made available in their suite for
exceptional enjoyment.
Each suite comes with a private terrace that allows guests to enjoy
some private sun-bathing and take in the panoramic ocean view in their
exclusive enclave.
Guests can also rejuvenate themselves in the well-equipped
gymnasium for a personalized training session, or have a taste of
sensorial feast in the Western and Asian spa.

You will have a ball on World Dream as it is always keeping its guests
entertained. Don’t miss their signature production show – ‘Sonio-A Tale of Two
Dreams’ that transports you to your illusory dreamscapes. Sonio is a revue
type performance of multi-act, popular theatrical entertainment, combining
acrobatics, music, dance, and singing, and supported by a creative storyboard
on a state-of-the-art LED wall.
On Saturday nights, guests will get to experience an evening of dazzling
lights and sound for a weekend cruise grand finale, where Dream Cruises
features a magnificent laser show, highlighting artistic lighting effects in the
high seas out from Hong Kong.
For the young and the young at heart, Dream Cruises has also developed
the Esc EXPERIENCE LAB, the largest virtual reality game zone at sea
with stunning simulators and interactive games that will immerse guests in
adventures set in fantastic new realms.
As the world’s first permanent eSports facility at sea, ESports Arena is
a hub for professional and recreational e-players to compete in a high-tech
setting with a great variety of games. In addition to gamers’ favourite such
as FIFA18, they can get their adrenaline rush with wide selections of games,
including Street Fighter and Tekken.
For anyone seeking excitement, you can’t beat the fun of Waterslide Park.
Take the plunge and enjoy the thrill of speeding through the water high above
the ocean. Dream Cruises vessels feature six slides with gentler ones for the
family and faster ones for thrill- seekers.
If you are not satisfied with the excitement in the Waterslide Park, how
about testing your coordination and balance on the outdoor rope course - ‘walk
the plank’, and flyover the 115 ft. zip line situated 18 decks above the sea over
the side of the ship?
As far as the well-being of guests in all ages are concerned, the exclusive
Dream Cruises Ageless Dreamers program targets guests aged 55 years
and older, and encourages them to travel the world, stay active, healthy
and engaging. Dream Cruises also wants to celebrate the ageless wonders
of wisdom, where guests can channel their hidden gifts and dare to keep
on dreaming regardless of their age. The program combines a large range
of Enrichment speakers and activities, as well as special onboard offers,
discounts and gifts onboard.
On designated sailing dates from Sep to Nov, Dream Cruises will present a
limited performance art of Cantonese Opera, which celebrates Chinese legends
that integrate music, literature, martial arts, dance and juggling. The show is
an iconic art that reflects the traditions of Chinese aesthetics and embodies
the rich heritage of Chinese arts. In addition, Dream Cruises will showcase not
only their colorful costumes, extravagant sets and unique singing style, but
also arrange make up, props and costume workshops, as well as performers
sharing personal experiences with guests.

Dream Cruises
www.dreamcruiseline.com
(852) 2317 7711
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Time to awaken your palate
Savour a world-class gourmet experience onboard Dream Cruises’ stunning
mega cruise ship World Dream this fall
Chef Vicky Cheng
Chef Cheng started off his culinary journey at a young age. Having
trained under some of the most revered and respected French chefs
including Daniel Boulud of the Michelin-starred Restaurant Daniel in
New York, it helped him to lay the foundation for his success at VEA
restaurant and Lounge today, which has earned multiple awards shortly
after its opening in 2016, including Michelin 1-star ranking, SCMP Top
100 Tables, and CNN Hong Kong's Best New Restaurants.
An expert in fusion cuisine, Chef Cheng merges the best elements of
French and Chinese culinary traditions to produce unique and inimitable
delicacies. The Kagoshima Wagyu Beef Striploin in the ‘Taste the Dream’
4-hands menu is a perfect example of Chef Cheng’s signature culinary
style.

The beef is prepared to butter-like perfection with the precision
and finesse that traditional French cooking embodies; embracing his
Asian heritage, Chef Cheng gives the dish a burst of flavors and textures
with pickled black garlic, a well-loved Chinese condiment, as well as
baby garlic chives. This dish is a vivid celebration of different culinary
cultures, with a myriad of textures and flavors.
"I want to be more than just a good French chef in Hong Kong
cooking French food. Instead, I want to be a Hong Kong chef, cooking
French food that I relate to my Hong Kong roots and heritage: Chinese x
French," Chef Cheng says.

Chef Christian Yang
Dubbed Culinary Magician, Chef Yang is known for his talent to experiment with
textures and flavors to concoct delicacies with wow factors. As an avid globe-trotter who
was born in Mauritius, raised in Hong Kong and educated in Europe, Chef Yang grew up
tasting a wide variety of cuisines and flavors, giving him a rich culinary background.
“I have had many life-changing and diversified experiences in my culinary journey
that have made me the chef I am today,” he says. “Hotel school and training with super
chefs only made sense after I took small work experiences around Europe, allowing me
to understand the differences in different culinary scenes. It’s a humbling journey that
requires constant struggle, but the results are well worth it!”
As TV host of local and international culinary programs, Chef Yang advocates a unique
culinary philosophy- ‘Cook what you love, love what you cook’. “Play with your ingredients,
have fun,” says Chef Yang. “Passion is one of the most important things when it comes to
cooking, it instantly reflects in what you create.”
The mini pineapple bun
with foie gras and red wine
cherry compote is one of Chef
Yang’s classics which plays with
textures, colors and flavors.
Pineapple bun is a local favorite
in Hong Kong, when this
sweet pastry is complemented
by nicely seared foie gras, it
exudes rich flavors that are
intricately balanced by the
sweet and sour red wine cherry
compote.

Chef
Christian Yang

Chef
Vicky Cheng
Photo credit: Teddy Xiong

Chef
Supachai Saisoigeon
Photo credit: Teddy Xiong

Photo credit: Teddy Xiong

Chef Supachai
Specializing in ‘East meets West’ cuisine, Chef Supachai has worked in many countries
around Asia, where he enjoyed working with top chefs of Western cuisine, giving him the
ability to adapt and invent his own distinctive dishes.
When it comes to his cooking philosophy, Chef Supachai insists on using the best
ingredients. “In order to give dishes the most authentic taste possible, I always strive to use
the highest quality and most seasonal ingredients,” he says.
In addition, Chef Supachai also stresses the importance of attention to detail. “A great
chef must always pay attention to every little detail,” he says. “This mentality will help not
only at the final stage of plating, but also during cooking, elevating flavors and textures to
create a truly phenomenal dish.”

Dream Cruises
Photo credit: Teddy Xiong
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Summer delights
Dinner is served in a glass pavilion that features a
sophisticated palette of cool greys, gold accents and bold blues.
Under the helm of French chef Didier Quennouelle, Popinjays
delivers a modern European-inspired menu.
From Tuesday to Thursday, guests can choose from a four
or six-course seasonal degustation menu that changes weekly. A
curated selection of vintage champagnes and wines complements
the dining experience.
Every Friday and Saturday, diners can look forward to the
party-prompting ‘Birds of a Feather menu.’ Available for a
minimum of four guests, it features a selection of shared dishes
and free-flow cocktails. Transitioning from day to night, a resident
DJ greets Wednesday to Saturday evenings with a smooth blend
of chilled tunes and hot mixes.

Gastronomic indulgence soars
to new heights
Popinjays, a term once assigned to parrots, is the name of the newly-opened rooftop
restaurant at The Murray, Hong Kong, a Niccolo Hotel, writes Andy Ng.
Taking its name from the resident cockatoos along neighboring
Garden Road, Hong Kong Park and Hong Kong Zoological and Botanical
Gardens, Popinjays sits atop the 25-storey building with its iconic arches
and recessed windows that used to characterize the Government’s Public
Works Department. As part of Hong Kong’s Conserving Central Project,
this landmark building has been converted into a posh luxury hotel with
the help of the Foster + Partners architects.
To optimize its elevated position, the restaurant features an al fresco
bar that wraps around the perimeter of the rooftop, and commands
a spectacular view in all directions. To the north, you can still catch a
glimpse of the harbor in between the skyscrapers, but perhaps more
interesting is the western vista which takes in the Chief Executive’s
residence. The steep slope to the south follows the cable car all the way
to Victoria Peak, while the east is made up of the soothing greenery of
Hong Kong Park. You really couldn’t ask for a better vantage point for
enjoying the kaleidoscopic cityscape of a bustling metropolis.
For your aperitf indulgence as you catch the last rays of the setting
sun, order a bespoke cocktail from Head Mixologist Manuel’s ‘Aviary
Collection’. There are such avian-inspired creations as The Blue Macaw
and Peacock Royale. I took my time going over the descriptions and was
rewarded by an exquisite Amazon Sour which is a twist on the classic
Pisco Sour, a liquor that brought back pleasant memories of my last visit
to Patagonia in South America.
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For some refreshing summer appetizers, chef Didier’s signature
dishes include King Langoustine Tartare and Vitello Tonnato (veal
tenderloin). For the mains, my first priority would normally go to a
hearty steak like the Grilled Japanese Wagyu Striploin A5, but in
this instance, I decided to try the Roast Vendee Pigeon instead,
and found it tender and succulent, served with a jus and a delicate
blackberry sauce. The avian dish went down like a dream with the
elegant 2014 Familglia Bianchi Malbec from Mendoza in Argentina.
To finish the evening on a perfect note, you can’t go past the
Caramelized Golden Apple Cheese Cake, an artisanal interpretation
of a traditional favorite that is enriched with a green apple brandy
sauce, vanilla gelato and cinnamon crumble. Yummy!
The gastronomic indulgence is so satisfying that you feel like a
popinjay about to take flight!

POPINJAYS
popinjayshk.com
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Calling all steak lovers!
The popular Mirage Bar & Restaurant at
the Renaissance Harbour View Hotel Hong
Kong at Wanchai North has announced an
irresistible, new culinary concept in the form
of a Steak Butchery, which is music to the
ears of steak fans like me, writes Andy Ng.
Located at the Upper Lobby of the hotel, the Mirage Bar &
Restaurant has long been a favorite rendezvous for some laidback
after-work social gathering. Sporting an iconic 25-ft high island bar,
the capacious venue allows patrons to conduct easy conversation
without straining the vocal chord or hurting the tympanum, as
happens in most other watering holes in town. It also serves a wide
selection of fine wines and innovative cocktails courtesy of the
resident master mixologist.
Heralding the commencement of summer, Mirage has specially
designed a brand new Steak Counter open daily from 6 pm to 10 pm
for carnivores to embark on a lip-smacking journey that represents
unsurpassed value for money.
Mirage Chef Owen Panzica handpicks premium beef cuts
from Stockyard in Queensland, Australia, where cattle are grainfed, thereby developing an extra tender texture with exceptional
fat marbling. Customers are free to choose their favorite cut and
decide on their own portion which will be individually weighed on an
electronic scale.
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You can whet your appetite with the 200 to 250-day grain-fed
Gold Label Black Angus Ribeye ($148/ 100g), which is known for its
cherry red meat color and balanced marbling. Perfectly grilled with
a crisp texture on the outside and juicy meat on the inside, it only
requires basic seasoning to bring out the genuine flavor of the steak
itself.
Alternatively, you can also go for the 350-day grain-fed Wagyu
steak famous for the savory sensation of melting butter on
your taste palate. The complex texture of Flat Iron
Wagyu Steak ($118/100g) is definitely an excellent
entry level option available at very reasonable
prices. For a more premium option, there is the
Grade 6-7 Wagyu Stirploin Steak ($268/100g).
Looking for other cuts? Check out the flavorful
Gold Label Black Angus Striploin ($128/100g),
the popular Gold Label Black Angus Tenderloin
($188/100g) or the impressive Gold Label Black Angus
Tomahawk Ribeye ($98/100g) with its extraordinary 12-inch
extra-long bone, a feast for your eyes and stomach!
All steaks are served inclusive of two side choices with eight
different options, including mashed potatoes, sweet potato fries,
roasted garlic and herb tomatoes, green salad and more. There
are four different steak sauces for you to pick and pair with your
favorite cut, including Béarnaise, Sherry Wine Gravy and Garlic
Aioli. My personal favorite though is the refreshing Argentinian
Chimichurri sauce, which is made with various types of herbs
that complements the steak perfectly to elevate the enjoyment.

Mirage also has an extensive cellar of fine wines to pair with
the premium steaks, says Cecilia Wong, the hotel’s Director of
Communications and also a wine connoisseur and whisky specialist.
The selection includes such vintages as the Château Talbot, St. Julian
2011 ($ 1,700 per bottle), Antinori Tenuta Tignanello Chianti Classico
2014 ($ 750 per bottle) and Luis Pato Vinhas Velhas Tinto 2012 ($
580 per bottle, $ 120 per glass).

Mirage Bar & Restaurant
www.chope.co/hong-kong-restaurants/categories/
restaurant/mirage-bar-restaurant
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For a wonderful
night out
A dining hotspot in Lan Kwai Fong, Tokio Joe offers both traditional
Japanese cuisine and contemporary fare with an innovative twist, and has
ascended to the Hall of Fame of Tripadvisor.
Creating an extravaganza of sashimi and
sushi at the central sushi counter, Chef Wah
uses ingredients sourced from all over the
world, from Norwegian salmon to Brazilian sea
bass, as he and his team demonstrate their
masterful skills to come up with delicacies that
blow your mind.
Among the many sushi combinations,
the special deluxe set is the signature dish
consisting of uni, spicy tuna crunch and
chopped scallop sushi, along with California
and Dynamite rolls. This combination is set
to satisfy the insatiable appetite of seafood
fanatics.
When it comes to rolls and cones, house
special rolls and rainbow rolls must rank high
on any gourmand’s list of priorities. House
special rolls are made with deep-fried soft
shell crab, avocado, cucumber, crab row and
mayonnaise, while rainbow rolls are made
with amaebi, crabstick, egg, avocado and
mayonnaise wrapped with sliced fish. The

contrast between the silkiness of avocado and
the crispiness of deep-fried soft shell crab adds
an extra layer of texture to the house special
rolls, while for the rainbow rolls, avocado helps
enhance the sweetness of amaebi.
Joe’s omakase is a highly recommended.
Chef Wah will personally select lip-smacking
delicacies for guests to savor while Manager
Jimmy will hand-pick the best beverages.
For wine pairing, the wide selection
includes champagne, red wine, white wine,
Ginjo, Daiginjo and Joe’s special cocktails.
For a wonderful night out with family and
friends, Tokio Joe has the perfect ambience on
top of good food.

Le Blanc - From France with love
Dine in Le Blanc for
an authentic French
indulgence in a private
and romantic ambience.

tokio joe
G/F, 16 Lan Kwai Fong, Central, Hong Kong
2525 1889
info@tokiojoe.com
www.tokiojoe.com
@tokiojoelkf

Whether it’s for a special occasion or
simply a relaxing night out, the candlelight
at Le Blanc instantly puts you in the right
mood for some outstanding culinary
delights.
The thoughtfully curated dinner menu
starts with a selection of ten appetizers,
enough to make you play Hamlet in terms
of making a decision. Each with its own
irresistible appeal, there is the Jambon
Iberian, which has gone through 36 months
of drying, served with melon, cheese, olives
and gherkin ($178); smoked scallop roll
with crab mousse and orange caviar ($178);
or the signature Sauté Foie Gras with apples
and grapes for that superb feel of the soft
crumbly fat melting in your mouth.

After a fruit sorbet to cleanse your taste
buds, the sumptuous feast resumes with
an array of tempting offers. For beef-lovers,
munch on the Languedoc braised Beef
Angus ($338) or the US Prime milk-fed rib
eye ($388). Berkshire rack of Pork with
truffle and grilled pineapple and port sauce
is another succulent alternative. To seal the
juice within the meat, Le Blanc chooses
expensive aseptic pork to make mediumwell pork dish possible and hygienic enough
to savor.
Finish with 9 choices of home-made
desserts, such as Earl Grey Crème brulee,
platter of 5 mixed cheeses with dried fruits,
for a fulfilling evening.

Le Blanc
6th Floor, 83 Wanchai Road, Wanchai
3428 5824
	ALeBlancLtd
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In celebration
of Italian
cuisine
Hong Kong will host, in November, the 10th edition of the Italian Cuisine & Wines World
Summit, the highly regarded five-day ‘festa’, which celebrates cuisine from Italy.
With its roots entrenched in Hong Kong, thanks
to restaurants such as 8½ Otto e Mezzo BOMBANA,
Gaia Ristorante, Spasso, Isola, DiVino, Angelini at
Kowloon Shangri-La Hong Kong, Grissini at Grand Hyatt
Hong Kong and many others that have been with the
event from the beginning, the Summit comes home to
celebrate the 10th Edition after hosting in other stations
in the past 6 years.
As the first stop of a Culinary Road Show that will
include Beijing, Shanghai, Dubai and Thailand, the
Hong Kong Summit will be held under the auspice of
the Italian Consulate General in Hong Kong and itchefsGVCI (www.itchefsGVCI.com), a network of more than
2500 chefs, culinary professionals and restaurant
managers working in 70 countries around the world.
To celebrate its milestone anniversary, the
Summit will be bringing 10 of the greatest names of
contemporary Italian cuisine including: Heinz Beck
(three Michelin-starred La Pergola, Rome Cavalieri,
A Waldorf Astoria Resort, Rome), Vincenzo Candiano
(two Michelin-starred Locanda Don Serafino, Ragusa),
Gaetano Trovato (two Michelin-starred Arnolfo, Colle di
Val d’Elsa, Siena) Enrico Bartolini (two Michelin-starred
MUDEC, Milano) and Felice Lo Basso (one Michelinstarred Felix Lo Basso Restaurant, Milano).
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These chefs will be joining forces with some of the
best 10 Italian Restaurants in Hong Kong for three nights
(8th-10th November), so that local foodies can enjoy
their signature dishes at restaurants such as Octavium by
Umberto Bombana, Gaia Ristorante, Isola, Joia, Nicholini’s at
Conrad Hong Kong, Spasso, SPIGA (Dining Concept Group)
and the newly opened, 3 Italiani EAT and a few others.
The Summit will kick off on 6th November with a
spectacular exclusive Gala Dinner in which all 10 MichelinStarred chefs from Italy alongside Hong Kong’s best Italian
Chefs will cook up a hearty feast of the best of Italian cuisine.
The Gala will be an ode to Hong Kong as an unsurpassable
World Food Capital, and dedicated to Hong Kong as the
gastronomic city that shaped the history of Italian Cuisine in
the world’s great dining capitals.
On the night, a special tribute will also be paid to Pino
Piano who, during his 25 years as front of house at some of
the city’s most loved Italian restaurants in the Gaia Group
including Va Bene, Isola and Joia, changed the history and
course of Italian Cuisine in Hong Kong.
In addition, the Summit will also host the Italian Wine
List Awards on 7th November at Nicholini’s at Conrad
Hong Kong. Incepted in Hong Kong at the 2010 edition
of the Hong Kong International Wine & Spirits Fair, these
awards were created to acknowledge those restaurants in
Hong Kong with outstanding wine lists, either comprising
exclusively Italian wines or containing a significant and/or
thoughtful selection of them.
"Hong Kong has always and continues to have a deep
love affair with Italian cuisine. This event heralds all lovers
of Italian food and pays homage to a city dining scene that
holds an unparalleled portfolio of culinary experiences in the
world", says Paolo Monti, Gaia Ristorante’s Executive Chef
and Culinary Director of the Summit, who co-founded the
event with Rosario Scarpato in 2009.
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A back-to-nature
gastronomic treat
Finland may not readily occur to gourmands as a ‘foodie’ destination, but as the
world migrates towards healthy and natural cuisine, this Nordic country is finally
gaining the recognition it richly deserves as a glowing icon of organic dining.
Sporting one of the most vibrant food scenes in Europe right
now, Finland prides itself on a refreshingly authentic culinary
experience that stems from two key elements.
The first is that Finns are passionate about their food and are
fiercely loyal to their culinary roots, with annual festivals marking
the arrival of favourite foods throughout the year.
The second is that Finns appreciate simplicity and honesty in
all things, including cooking. Gimmicks and frills are simply not in
the national nature. Everything starts with clean ingredients, and
less is usually more.
There is also a universal appreciation for local produce and
traditions. Finland is a haven of clean and naturally nutrient-rich
foods and when it comes to ingredients and recipes, each region
has its own delicious character.
From berries that thrive in a landscape dominated by forests
and lakes and are a key ‘superfood’ export to Asia, to healthy pork
and livestock reared without hormones and antibiotics valued by

Poronkaristys
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restaurateurs from Hong Kong to Tokyo, innovative use of these
pure, natural ingredients is what Finnish food culture is all about.
Not surprisingly, the epicentre of this unique, surprising and
authentic food culture is to be found in Finland’s historic capital of
Helsinki – the international gateway to this rich natural harvest.
The city offers a taste of Finland at every level – from local
food made from fresh seasonal ingredients at farmer markets to
haute cuisine in Michelin-starred restaurants, hundreds of popup
restaurants, and a year-long calendar of food events.
Helsinki currently boasts 5 Michelin star restaurants attracting
thousands of food lovers every year. Many less formal bistros and
local restaurants serve great cuisine in a relaxed atmosphere.
Helsinki’s open-air markets and market halls are musts for
food tourists. At Hakaniemi Market Hall stalls sell local produce,
while outside there is a large open-air market and many ethnic
food shops. For the best traditional food products, head for
Hietalahti Market Hall.

Some of Finland’s iconic foods include:
Poronkaristys, or reindeer, are reared in Finland’s northern
province of Lapland and their meat is one of the healthiest and most
delicious foods you can put on your plate – high in B-12, omega-3,
omega-6 and lean. Served with mashed potatoes, this dish is eaten
throughout the country, in all seasons.
Kalakukko A pie made with fish, most commonly muikku, a
small herring-like fish caught in the Lake District of Eastern Finland.
Korvapuusti Translating into “slapped ears” in English, this
cinnamon bun is usually eaten with a cup of coffee (Finns consume
more coffee and perhaps more cinnamon buns than any other
European nation). It is difficult to stop at just one. Or two!
Leipajuusto This ‘cheese bread’ features a mild cheese most
often made from cow’s milk, but also from reindeer or goat’s milk.
The milk is first curdled and then fried or baked in a pie tin and cut
in wedges. Delicious with cloudberry jam!

Korvapuusti

Kalakukko

You can hop on a Finnair direct flight and try some of the leading
restaurants in Helsinki like Nolla, Ultima, Chapter, Eevert, Loop and
Gron, but you can also save yourself time and expense by heading
to the FINDS Restaurant at the Luxe Manor Hotel in Tsim Sha Tsui
where Executive Chef Jaakko Sorsa applies his original Finnish
cooking techniques like smoking, curing, pickling and fermenting in
his menu, like the outstanding signature dish Salmon Six Ways.
Leipajuusto

Finland
www.visitfinland.com

Chef Jaakko Sorsa
working on his
favourite Finnish
Omega-3 pork.
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A global survey by the Norwegian Seafood Council (NSC) has
revealed that 82% of people in Hong Kong eat salmon at least once
per month.
The survey shows that among all species of seafood, salmon’s
delicate flavour and wide availability made it the most popular choice
in Hong Kong – 82% of people surveyed are regular eaters who eat
salmon at least once per month, 30% even eat at least once per week,
and only 1% of people surveyed have never eaten it.
Salmon’s popularity is also reflected in Hongkongers’ choice of
seafood during their meals, whether they are cooking at home or eating
out. Salmon has topped the charts for six years in a row for home
cooking, as 26-33% of people surveyed picked it as their first choice,
significantly ahead of other popular seafood in Hong Kong, including
yellow croaker (9-11%), prawns (4-13%) and mandarin fish (5-10%).
It’s the same story when people eat out, as over the last six years
between 34-45% of people preferred salmon over other popular
options such as lobster (9-20%), prawn/shrimp (5-11%) and scallop
(4-6%).
Among the species, Norwegian salmon is overwhelmingly the
preferred choice for Hong Kong importers. According to NSC’s trade
statistics, Norway accounted for a staggering 95% market share of
fresh salmon in Hong Kong in 2017. Findings confirm Hong Kong
people’s view towards Norwegian salmon – 81% of people surveyed
rated Norway higher than other producer countries like Japan (53%),
Canada (35%) and Australia (19%).
Hongkongers have an extremely positive perception of Norwegian
salmon, with 93% of interviewees rating Norwegian salmon as “good”
to “excellent”.
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“We are proud to be able to supply the vast majority of fresh
salmon products available in Hong Kong and know that our stringent
quality and safety standards play a large role in the popularity of our
products,” says Sigmund Bjørgo, Director of Mainland China & Hong
Kong at the NSC.
“We will continue working hard not only in Norway, but also with
relevant stakeholders in Hong Kong, to ensure a stable supply of safe
and fresh salmon in the long run.”
The study also shows that Hong Kong consumers increasingly buy
seafood because it is safe and sustainable, with an increase from 13%
in 2015 to 18% in 2018.
Salmon from aquaculture, where Norway is the world’s biggest
player, is one of the most resource-efficient forms of protein production
in the world, according to a recent study by the Global Salmon
Initiative. The report reveals that salmon production has significantly
lower carbon footprint and feed conversion ratio than proteins like
chicken, pork and beef production.
“These findings prove that food safety and sustainability is not
something food producers should take lightly. Consumers increasingly
demand to know where their food comes from and that it is produced
in the most sustainable manner possible” adds Bjørgo. “We are
moving away from responsible production being a nice to have, and
into a world where it is a necessity to be able to prove and document
it.”

Norwegian seafood council
https://en.seafood.no
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asian allure

Japanese finesse
with a twist
As a long-established contemporary Japanese
restaurant in Lan Kwai Fong, Kyoto Joe is renowned
for its freshest and finest authentic traditional dishes
that come with a modern twist.

A nostalgic taste of Hong Kong
Oh My Goose! brings an unbeatable combination of authentic
Cantonese flavors with innovative ingredients at irresistible prices.
Upholding Hong Kong’s versatile
culinary culture, Oh My Goose! finally
opens in Langham Place. Reminiscent
of the old style Chinese BBQ restaurants,
it preserves the taste of classic local
cuisine while adding a modern twist.
Chef Lin, head chef of Oh My Goose!
with more than nine years of experience
at top-end F&B groups, recommends
the classic Roasted Goose on Glass
Noodles for those longing for a taste of
authentic Roasted Goose. The crispy
goose skin and the succulent meat will
give gourmets the ultimate satisfaction,

while the glass noodles add a refreshing
touch.
Another highly recommended
signature dish would be the BBQ Pork
and Fried Egg on Rice. Whether it is
pork collar-butt or upper pork blade,
meat lovers can choose their preferred
cut. Served with a sunny side up egg
with black truffle sauce, the caramelized
Char Sui is a tribute to the classics and
totally irresistible. Other popular BBQ
dishes include the fragrant Shredded
Chicken with Black Truffle on Spring
Onion Oil Rice and the Crispy Chicken
Leg on Rice with Black Pepper Sauce.
Apart from the BBQ dishes, there is
also creative Cantonese gourmet such
as the Yeung Chow Fried Puntalette
with Diced BBQ Pork. The Chef took
this ordinary fried rice dish to a whole
new creative level by replacing rice with
Puntalette, a type of Italian rice-shaped
pasta. With pink fluorescent cartoon logo
and lively pop art elements, this store
is bound to capture your attention and
your taste buds.

Starting with the appetizer, Chef Dow recommends the Angel
Salmon Tartare. Seasoned with spicy mayonnaise, the chopped
salmon is given a creamy savoury taste which matches and contrasts
with the seaweed rice crackers’ crustiness.
Kobe Gyu rolls are a must-try item, according to Chef Dow. Kobe
beef is wrapped with maitake mushroom, mizuna and seaweed, giving
a burst of aroma as the meat melts gently in your mouth.
Sashimi Trio is the signature dish among sashimis, serving a
combination of tuna, salmon and yellowtail with jalapeno ponzu sauce.
The creative and spicy dish gives regular sashimi an innovative twist
and a fusion with other Asian cuisines.
While most Japanese restaurants feature meaty dishes such as
wagyu and sashimi, Kyoto Joe highlights the goodness of veggies,
introducing a vegetarian menu as a healthier alternative which proves
that staying healthy does not mean you have to compromise on
taste. A wide variety of options are available, including various veggie
tempuras, hot dishes such as veggie gyoza, yaki mono such as gingko,
tofu with sweet and spicy sauce, eggplant topped with black miso, as
well as hearty vegetable fried rice and udon.
Finish off with a dessert to leave your senses completely satisfied.
Trio of Crème Brulee offers a threefold enjoyment of this classic dish in
sesame, green tea and espresso flavors. A perfect blend of fragrance
with the smooth creamy custard base topped with a texturally
contrasting crispy and thin layer of caramelised sugar will conclude
your dining experience in the most unforgettable way. Book a private
room and relish away!

Kyoto joe
2/F – 3/F, 1 Lan Kwai Fong, Central, Hong Kong
2804 6800
info@kyotojoe.com
www.kyotojoe.com
@kyotojoelkf

OH my goose
ohmygoose.hk
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Mid-Autumn
festival delights
Symbolizing completeness and reunion, mooncakes
are more than just delicious treats for the taste buds.
As the Mid-Autumn festival comes around only once
a year, the eagerly-awaited sharing of mooncakes
makes for blissful family bonding.

One-of-a-kind recipe
Imperial Patisserie has
created the ‘Imperial Patisserie
Mooncake Collection’ and ‘M’s
Gourmet Mooncake Collection’
this year in collaboration with
Master Chef Yip Wing Wah,
who is the f ounder of the
Peninsula Hotel’s Mini Custard
Mooncake.
In the Lava Mooncake
Collection, there is the Lava Sesame
Mooncake and the Lava Custard
Mooncake. Chef Yip has scrutinized and
handpicked the most premium ingredients, and
has meticulously prepared the Lava Mooncakes with his unique
recipe and refined technique, giving the mooncake an unprecedented
silky texture while retaining its nutritional value. Meanwhile, the
Traditional Mooncake Collection features Mini Golden Lotus Seed
Paste Mooncakes with Yolk, Mini White Lotus Seed Paste Mooncakes,
and many more delectable flavors.

imperial
www.iPastry.com.hk

The Mid-Autumn festival is one of the most valued festivals for families in the Chinese culture, with mooncakes being a prominent fixture
for celebration. While mooncakes are made based on traditional recipes handed down through the ages, innovative pastry chefs are constantly
bringing new elements into the making and packaging of mooncakes, lifting the level of enjoyment for friends and family.

Artistic mooncakes
Van Gogh SENSES, the world’s first art-themed concept store dedicated to Vincent
van Gogh, has launched an exclusive ‘Full Moon Mooncake Set’. Licensed by Van Gogh
Museum in Amsterdam, these exclusive delicacies have been created for art lovers.
Freshly made in Hong Kong, these delicious bite-size treats are prepared
with the finest ingredients, and are presented in a stunning giftset.
Inspired by the art of gifting, each set comes in a bright collectable
tin which depicts Van Gogh’s iconic masterpiece ‘Sunflowers’. It
contains six decadent Egg Custard mooncakes, paired with two
different types of caffeine-free teas ‘Sunflower Bouquet’, and
‘Blueberry Kiss’. Following the traditional Hong Kong recipe, these
creamy egg custard mooncakes are filled with rich salted duck
egg yolk and wrapped in delicate pastry crust.

van gogh senses

Michelin-style luxury
In celebration of the Mid-Autumn festival, Langham Hospitality
Group’s Hong Kong hotels offer an exquisite selection of delicate mooncakes.
Renowned for its excellence in Chinese cuisine, T’ang Court at The Langham has been
awarded three Michelin stars for three consecutive years while Cordis, Hong Kong and Yat Tung
Heen at Eaton have also maintained their one Michelin star status.
The classic Mini Custard Mooncake with Egg Yolk is a Langham signature delicacy. Meanwhile, the
popular Deluxe Mini Mooncake Assortment is a premium collection of classic and modern flavors, featuring the
traditional White Lotus Seed Paste Mooncake with Egg Yolk, the delicate Red Bean Paste Mooncake with Egg Yolk
and the refreshing Custard Mooncake with Kumquat. They all come in a pink jewellery
langham
box adorned with delicate flowers to symbolise prosperity, happiness and family reunion
www.langhammooncake.com
during this festive season.

www.vangoghsenses.com/news-detail.php?id=32&lang=en

French dessert meets Chinese mooncake
This year, Paul Lafayet is offering mooncake lovers a special edition of French-inspired
mooncake giftbox that blends the artistry of French traditional family desserts from a
selection of quality ingredients sourced from all over the world, bringing a tint of French
douceur to every family. The French styled Tartelette melds together with traditional
Chinese mooncakes to create a unique fusion taste.
The Autumn Rendezvous Mooncakes Gift Box comes in four exquisite flavors – the
creamy Hazelnut & Chocolate, the delicate Matcha, the refreshing Rose & Lychee, and
the aromatic Almond & Poppy. Hand-made with fresh fillings, these mooncakes are
coated in light pastry puff with intricate steps of preparation, then baked for 24 hours,
and complete with a creative finishing touch to seal in the rich layers of exotic flavors.

paul lafayet
paullafayet.com/our-patisserie/seasonal
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asian allure
Unique flavors
Harbour Plaza 8 Degrees presents three decadent house-made mooncake collections. They
are freshly made with no preservatives and packaged in a six-mooncake decorative gift box, and
can be purchased in each flavor or a combination of flavors.
The Uji Matcha Custard Cream Mooncake is a refreshing matcha condensed mooncake creamed
together with house-made vanilla custard cream for a perfect soft and rich texture. The Fresh Pineapple
Custard Cream and Salted Egg
Yolk Mooncake is a merge of
pineapple pastry and custard
cream puff blended together
to form a delicious sweet, sour
and salty taste.
For something even more
unique, the Seaweed Sugar
White Lotus Paste and Salted
Egg Yolk Mooncake is refined
and nutritious, with seaweed
sugar to heighten the sweetness
of traditional mooncakes,
formed with a soufflé like pastry
crust, a buttery smooth white
lotus filling, and centered with
a tasty salted egg yolk.

Creative mini mooncakes
This Mid-Autumn festival, Hyatt Regency Hong Kong, Sha Tin will showcase creative Mini Ginger
Pomelo Mooncakes and Mini Chinese Wine Chocolate Mooncakes in a tasteful designer gift box.
The Mini Pomelo Mooncake features the refreshing taste of pomelo and candied ginger, a traditional
Hong Kong snack. Meanwhile, the Mini Chinese Wine Chocolate Mooncake was inspired by the famous
ice cream of Sha Tin 18, giving guests a tingle on the palate with every taste. All this deliciousness comes in
a two-tier designer gift box in burgundy, gold and yellow tones, containing
Hyatt Regency, Sha Tin
either six Mini Ginger Pomelo Mooncakes or six Mini Chinese Wine Chocolate
goo.gl/cA7JvB
Mooncakes.

Harbour Plaza
eshop.harbour-plaza.com/8degrees/product/special-offer-housemade-mooncake

Embrace the harvest

A taste of art

Cantonese fine-dining restaurant Dynasty Garden brings lavish and diverse tastes this Mid-Autumn festival with a luxurious,
limited-edition collection of mooncakes in four signature flavors.
The Deluxe Mooncake Gift Box each contains six mooncakes: two prized classic recipes and double helpings of two mini
concoctions. The two classics are made with seasonal delicacies, using white or golden lotus seed paste, each embellished with a
double egg yolk. Meanwhile, the mini mooncakes feature tempting alternative fillings of egg custard or mixed nuts. The smooth,
milky egg custard perfectly complements buttery filo pastry, while the other mini treat is
Dynasty Garden
packed with crunchy almonds, peanuts, walnuts, melon seeds and sesame seeds in an

Located on Wellington Street in Central, Tycoon Tann continues to celebrate the roots of Hong Kong’s culture through dining and
art. This year, it collaborates with well-known local artist Justin Y to offer a limited edition Lantern Mooncake Gift Box.
The limited edition mooncake gift box showcases the masterpiece ‘Fiesta’ in the new collection named ‘In Conversation with
Nature’. With the use of finger painting and vibrant colors and patterns, the piece is a joyous celebration of togetherness. The
golden yellow box is contrasted with the base of the stylish black box to create a classic yet stylish feel. Traditional knots cover the
base of the gift box, adorned with a lucky charm that hangs from the side, once again paying tribute
Tycoon Tann
to the reunion of family. With LED lit from within, the limited edition mooncake gift box glows into an

irresistible combination of flavors and textures.
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dynastygarden.hkezpay.com

elegant lantern for families and friends to use over the festival.

www.tycoontann.com
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Wine & beverage

A vintage year at Piedmont, Italy
Martell has recently unveiled its latest innovation Martell V.S.O.P Aged In Red Barrels - at the newlyopened Behinds Bars at Tai Kuen in Central, thanks
to the craftsmanship of Cellar Master Christophe
Valtaud.
The uniqueness of this new Martell product is the full ageing of eaux
de vie in only red barrels known as ‘futs roux’ owing to the reddish tinge of
their wood. Typically crafted from woods between 180 and 200 years old,
these casks are characterized by finer, less pronounced tannins, which
respects the delicacy of Martell’s clear wines. As a consequence, the
aromas that develop are more subtle, more generous and more refined.
Aged in Red Barrel imperceptibly unfurls its coppery tones speckled
with reflections of gold that give it a unique brilliance. At first, the bouquet
is round and fresh, run through by intense fruity notes. The aromas of
fresh yellow stone fruits, like cherry plum and baby Reine-Claude, are
gently coated by subtle mellowed woody notes. Once in motion, the power
of its aromas grows and gains depth, with fleshier fruits such as apricot or
vine peach chiming in.
In the mouth, it has a full, broad attack and unveils the same intense
fruity tones of small plums, Honeymoon peaches and apricots. The
fruity flavors are marvelously enhanced by delicate notes of sweet spices
from the wood of the russet barrels, the very same barrels that create
that perfect balance between the expressiveness of the eaux-de-vie and
refinement of the spiced notes. Aged in Red Barrels is the embodiment of
fruitiness, finesse and utter delicacy.
This cognac can be stored for decades and always oozes rich, fruity
and elegant aromas. It ideally pairs with all kinds of Asian and Western
gourmet dishes and tasty treats, enhancing the overall dining experience.
In the fascinating realm of Chinese cuisine, Martell V.S.O.P Aged in Red
Barrel is a charming companion on any dining occasion.
Martell V.S.O.P Aged in Red Barrel comes in an elegant streamlined
slim bottle, proudly carrying Martell brand icon, the Swift. V.S.O.P
lettering is adorned with adjacent wood grain pattern on the label, not to
mention the cleverly positioned red barrel. This is simply a showcase of
contemporary design. Jean Martell’s autograph symbolizes birth of the
original cognac. The unique anti-forgery label is aesthetically created
for discerning connoisseurs. The carrying box continues the same motif
with golden lines accentuating the design and bringing out an aura of
aristocratic elegance.
The hallmark of the house of Martell can be summarized in three key
terms: elegance, complexity and balance. Martell Cognac was founded in
1715 at the height of the French Art de Vivre movement, a period of time
in which gastronomy, tasting and craftsmanship were all celebrated and
enjoyed with style. As such, these became the three pillars of the Martell
House and are the three core areas which still remain intrinsic to Martell’s
vision today.

Now managed by the third generation of the Bologna family at their winery in Rochetta
Tanaro in northwestern Italy, Braida has just announced 2017 as a vintage year for their
range of red, white and sweet wines.
Recently in town was Luca Ardiri, Brand Ambassador for
Braida, who couldn’t hide his enthusiasm for the 2017 vintage.
The weather, he said, was ideal, with little rainfall, and just the
occasional intense but short-lived storm. They took special care
of the younger vineyards and those with sandier soils, and were
richly rewarded, especially in the areas with the best positions and
exposures, their Bricchi.
“We like the 2017 wines a lot, starting with the various
Barbera,” said Luca. “And we like this year’s Limonte which fully
exploited the hot temperatures to develop the complex tannic
structure of the Grignolino grape.”
Luca led a vertical tasting of Braida’s flagship wine – Bricco
dell’Uccellone. Quite a mouthful to pronounce, the wine is
intense ruby red with purple hues, with notes of red berries, mint
and vanilla. The bouquet is rich, aromatic and complex with a
remarkable intensity and multilayered concentration. The wine
is generous, voluptuous and full-bodied with a multidimensional
structure, perfectly balanced between the grape characteristics and
high quality oak, with a persistent long finish. It is recommended
for pairing with heavy meat dishes, roasts, also seasoned meat
dishes and aged cheeses.

Luca was also excited with the return of Ai Suma, the Barbera
d’Asti reserve that they make only in particularly favorable years.
“It displays all the elegance and concentration typical of the 2015
vintage: saline, balsamic notes, well-harmonised tartness and
alcohol, and with tannins that are neither too bitter nor too sweet,
but just right,” he enthused.
“At Braida, we take pride in the land,” Luca emphasized. “We
don’t just cultivate it, but we also love, respect and care for it.”
Sino Vantage Asia Ltd.
www.sinovantagewines.com

Martell
www.martell.com
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Japanese fruit tomato with pistachio and
rocket, imam bayildi and marfuga olive oil

Chioggia beetroot with compressed watermelon,
fermented turnips and pomegranate molasses

Warm salad of daikoku shimeji, truffle, celeriac
and charred cabbage with cashew butter

Under the direction of General Manger and Wine Director Stefano Bartolomei, Arcane
serves a representative selection of fine wines, chiefly from France and Italy. With a Masters
degree in viticultural and oenological science, Stefano has a full grasp of the physiology of the
vine, the ripening dynamics and the terroir under which the vine grows. As a wine specialist,
he has served as an operation consultant for many name restaurants in Italy.
Stefano is pleased to introduce two new Italian DOCG wines from Le Cimate which has
been operated by the Bartoloni family since 1800 at Montefalco in Umbria, Italy. Available only
at Arcane, they include:

Trebbiano Spoletino DOC

Subtle and sublime
I like restaurants with a short menu as it invariably reflects the confidence
of the chef that you will find something to your taste, writes Andy Ng.

This white wine has an intense aroma of exotic fruits, peach and pleasant mineral tones,
with a well-balanced, long-lasting zesty fresh taste. It pairs well with grilled fish and flavored
cheese.

Montefalco Sagrantino DOCG
This red wine has a dense, bright color, with a particularly rich fruity taste which recalls
hints of blackcurrant conserve, liquorice and wild aromatic herbs. It is well structured,
enveloping and long-lasting. It pairs well beef, T-bone steak and stew.
Arcane, if you need to look it up, means private and discreet, so you should make a point
of looking it up for some superb fine dining.

Arcane
At Arcane, the one Michelin starred restaurant tucked away
from the hustle of the city and yet within easy reach in the heart
of the CBD, the menu does not feature more than half a dozen
options under any category, and the succinct descriptions mean
that you know exactly what you’re in for.
An Aussie from Perth, Chef and owner Shane Osborn
comes with impeccable credentials, having obtained his first
Michelin star ratings at Pied-a-Terre in London. So it’s to Hong
Kong’s credit that we have managed to lure him here since late
2014. Judging by the luncheon crowd, it appears our downtown
movers and shakers have fully embraced him.
In composing his unpretentious menu, Shane utilizes the
finest produce from Japan, France and the UK. Aside from an
a la carte menu, daily specials and set lunch menu, he has
recently introduced a vegan menu that invigorates the sleepy
taste buds in the current summer heat.
Given a choice, I would be the last person to opt for a
vegetarian meal, but the 5-course vegan menu comprises such
a well-thought out combination of refreshing ingredients, and
presented in such an elegant style, that it turned out to be one
of best feel-good meals I’ve ever had.
I might add that the sour dough bread served was as good
as any of the winning entries in the TV series ‘Britain’s Best
Bakery’ that I just love watching!
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Hand made seaweed rigatoni with broccolini,
pinenuts, fried garlic and girolles

www.arcane.hk

Nectavigne with strawberry consommé, toasted
meringue and apricot kernel Chantilly
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directory
▪ Bombay Dreams ▪

Address	
4/F, Carfield Building,
77 Wyndham Street, Central
Tel
2971 0001

▪ FW Rio Grill and Seafood Market ▪

Address
Tel

Cape Town, Macau Fisherman’s Wharf
(853) 8799 6338

▪ Marco's Oyster Bar & Grill ▪

Address	
G/F, No. 30-32 Robinson Road, Central
Tel
2521 7366

▪ tokio joe ▪

Address	
G/F, 16 Lan Kwai Fong, Central
Tel
2525 1889
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▪

Café Malacca ▪

Address	
Level 2, Hotel Jen Hong Kong,
508 Queen’s Road West, Hong Kong
(MTR HKU station, Exit B2)
Tel
2213 6613

▪ Dream Cruises ▪

Website www.dreamcruiseline.com
Tel
2317 7711

▪ Kyoto joe ▪

Address	
2/F – 3/F, 1 Lan Kwai Fong, Central
Tel
2344 2366

▪ Le Blanc ▪

Address	
6th Floor, 83 Wanchai Road, Wanchai
Tel
3428 5824

▪ Queen’s Kitchen ▪

Address	
16/F, VIP Commercial Centre,
116-120 Canton Road, Tsim Sha Tsui
Tel
2992 0111

▪ Vic’s Restaurante ▪

Address	
G/F, Rocks Hotel
Tel
(853) 8295 6580

▪ the Grand buffet ▪

Address	
62/F, Hopewell Centre,
183 Queens Road East, Wan Chai
Tel
2506 0888 / 2506 0666

▪ Wing Kee Produce Limited ▪

Website
Tel

www.wingkee.com
2796 3111

